III.
Other, more general, arguments have been pressed on review, but
neither singly nor in combination do they warrant a different decisional
outcome.
We are asked to read into the statute this asserted right as a
matter of sound "policy." The Commission does have a policy-making role
under section 113 of the Mine Act.  30 U.S.C. § 823(d) (2) (A) (ii) (IV) and
(B) .  This case does not require us to describe the outer boundaries of
that jurisdiction.  It must be exercised, however* within the parameters
of the Act and implementing regulations, as they are written.  We must
be faithful to the higher policy of respecting the plain demarcations of
legislative and judicial responsibility under the Act.
We are urged to weigh the crucial importance of training in the
effectuation of the Act's goals.  Important as training is, that con-
sideration does not justify judicial amendment of the Act.  We are told
that where two interpretations of the Act are possible, the one pro-
moting safety must be favored.  There is a limit to this salutary prin-
ciple of construction, reached here, where the interpretation claimed to
promote safety lacks a basis in the statute.
We emphasize that our holding does not deprive miners and their
representatives of protection from inadequate training.  Section 115 of
the Act and the Secretary of Labor's comprehensive training regulations,
30 C.F.R. Part 48, require operators to file detailed training plans
with the Secretary for his approval.  30 C.F.R. § 48.3(d) directs
operators to furnish miners' representatives with copies of proposed
training plans prior to approval by MSHA, and guarantees the repre-
sentatives a right of comment on the plans.  Section 48.3(k) requires
that approved plans be posted at the mine for MSHA inspection and
examination by miners and miners' representatives.  As noted above, the
Part 48 regulations do not expressly create any right of miners' repre-
sentatives to monitor training classes.  MSHA, however, may conduct
inspections or investigations, upon a miner's complaint, of an operator's
training program.  30 U.S.C. § 813<g)(1).  Citations and withdrawal
orders issued by MSHA can remedy any lack of compliance.  30 U.S.C.
§ 814. Thus, we are hard pressed to discover the glaring gap in pro-
tection and enforcement that the proponents of the claimed right allege.
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